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phone number : +34 647 423 474
email : Z.rykar@gmail.com

Professional freelance sculptor with autonomous licensed

In relation to my project in Kickstarter “Robert E Howard miniatures 30mm inspired by his characters”, has been removed from public view in response to a notice of copyright infringement.

Link campaign currently disabled :

*(in this pdf includes all content in this project)

I declare under penalty of perjury and a good faith belief that the material was removed or disabled as a result of mistake ,since all the material displayed in the campaign are copyright of my property (*) and the campaign has no names or trademarks of another company.

* (in this document includes ,21 copyright certificates to prove it )

I accept and agree to the jurisdiction of the Federal District Court , my address is outside of the United States the judicial district which it corresponds to my city in which the service provider may be found is :

JUZGADO DE SABADELL
Avd. FRANCESC MACIÀ 34 - 36
08208 SABADELL
BARCELONA - SPAIN

Xavier Nouvillas Puig ,the lawyer that representing me (Xaviernouvillas@tortajadaadvocats.com email from my lawyer) I accept the service of process from the person who provided notification under subsection or an agent of such person.

Sincerely

My signature:

Rykar Jove
Robert Ervin Howard (REH) born in Texas (USA) are the father of the sword and sorcery genre.

ABOUT ME:

My name is Rykar Jove and consider myself an amateur sculptor though I professionally sculpted miniatures for some companies and have collaborated in other crowdfunding. This is my second Kickstarter with a personal project in my first Kickstarter I did homage to HP Lovecraft, for this second Kickstarter I wanted to dedicate homage to Robert Ervin Howard (1906-1936), writer for pulps magazines in the 30s when I consider one genius.

To Start the campaign Kickstarter consists of miniature Robert E Howard and 13 miniatures more (total 14 miniatures) of the style the adventurers that inspired me by his novels Overcoming the first goal will be adding new miniatures.

the miniatures are sculpted by my, and the size of the miniatures are in 30 mm, (from head to the feet)

for the first goal are produced in pewter metal and surpassed the 2nd goal will also be available resin if you prefer
THE ATLANTEAN
THE BARBARIAN
THE PURITAN
THE GAEL
THE PICT
THE AESIR
FEMALE WARRIOR
SWORDSWOMAN
IRONHAND
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Choose a miniature that you prefer

27 EURO
"the clan"
choose 3 miniatures that you prefer
(the same model or different)

50 EURO
"the horde"
choose 6 miniatures that you prefer
(the same model or different)

100 EURO
"Complete set"

Miniature REH and 12 different main characters (+ bulldog),
this contribution includes the complete collection and
all the miniatures to be added as a reward (when unlocked)
at no additional cost

250 EURO
"the army"

This contribution includes 3 complete sets (14 miniatures
collection) with all the miniatures reward (when unlocked)
without additional cost for them

750 EURO
"complete set I"
6,000 Euros

a new barbarian miniature (like sketch),
sculpted in 30mm miniature inspired by one of my favorite illustrator homage of this great master I hope you like

9,000 Euros

another barbarian (like sketch)
Arnold the barbarian inspired to m. 1982

10,000 Euros

I get the best price on the forge to ask as many copies, I want to compensate for this and appreciate your support by adding a free miniature (to choose):

1 miniature free to choose for contributions 3 miniatures (27 euros),
2 miniatures free to choose for contributions 6 miniatures (50 euros),
3 miniatures free to choose for contributions from the complete...
I have worked with them in their first campaign in Kickstarter and I will continue working with them on future projects.

**GRATEFULNESS !!!**

I want to gratitude to Backers of my previous campaign in Kickstarter “Tributo to H.P. Lovecraft”, for their support, thanks to them it has been possible to make this second campaign.

Also thanks to my dear friends in Facebook, by likes, comments and share when I have shown pictures of the sculptures during the process time, this really it is given me a lot of spirit and has been a great motivation to sculpt these characters.

Add thanks and invite you to join the group “C. RPG players” in Facebook, where you will find a friendly atmosphere to enjoy and share on the Hyborian world.
Robert E. Howard died more than 80 years, had no children or heirs, it must be assumed that personality is a public domain (as HP Lovecraft, Edgar Allan Poe, Jules Verne or William Shakespeare for example) at least on my part it deserves great respect and that their work should be taken into consideration.
I’m a big fan of him since long years and it is for this reason I wanted to do this campaign (as I mentioned earlier is a personal project and I hope you like it and enjoy)

some characters have been continued by other writers, have made comics, games and movies, this is very good because we were able to enjoy new adventures of them, but it is possible that some company has rights over them so in this campaign I avoided to mentioning names

the miniatures I present in this Kickstarter are influenced of the type or style hero of Robert E. Howard according I imagine when reading his tales

the miniatures of this campaign are sculpted by me and have taken me several months of work, however as you can see in the first rewards, I give priority to the costs of molds and production instead of looking benefits for my time working on the sculptures
Really I do not know if this Kickstarter will be successful or not (this depends on you) but if this is so, I will try to acquire license (if possible) of one of my favorite characters of REH for in future Kickstarter dedicate exclusively to this character but at this time, if they are many or few backers in this Kickstarter, I can assure you that your support is greatly appreciated and valued by my

all the best my friends

Rykar Jove